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When Paul Larsen’s outlandish machine Vestas Sailrocket 2 smashed the world sailing 		

speed record it was the biggest step forward ever recorded and left experts scratching

			
models and studies in hydrodynamics and ended up with a pencil and a hacksaw

their heads. Matthew Sheahan finds out how the project started with 		
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essentially a big windsurfer
A The hull, which looks rather like the
fuselage of an aircraft, is angled at 20° to
the direction of travel to take account of
the apparent wind angle and ensure that
it is always aligned with it to reduce drag.
Because Sailrocket is sailed on a reach
she’s like an aircraft coming into land in a
crosswind. Instead of crabbing across
the runway on the approach, which drags
the fuselage sideways trough the air,
she’s been built skewed into the wind

O

All photos: H Darvelid/Vestas Sailrocket

t is impossible to overstate the achievement of
Paul Larsen’s Vestas Sailrocket team. The speed
game has now changed, the impossible
proved possible, leaving some of the world’s
top hydrodynamics experts wondering how
to rewrite the textbooks.
The fastest sailing boat in the word clocked
an average of 65.45 knots over the 500m
course in Walvis Bay, Namibia, to set a staggering new speed record. It was not only the biggest leap
in performance that the outright sailing speed record
had ever seen, but the greatest ever step forward in any
class of inshore speed sailing boat.
Sailing’s sound barrier has been broken, again. A decade ago it was the so-called 50-knot barrier that held
back many budding campaigns. Strange things start to
happen to foils at such
speeds, making the
round number more than
just a convenient manmade stumbling point.
The few that eventually made it through discovered that the climb
from 50 knots upwards
was exponential as the
behaviour of their foils
continued to be erratic
and difficult to predict.
From 2008 the steps up
the leaderboard were
Above: Larsen ended up in
generally small.
‘Boom! Glass all over hospital after one crash that the
the floor,’ wrote Larsen in team did not want to publicise
his blog on 13 November
after a first record run. ‘61+ knot peak speed and 54 something knot average. That outright record is toast. The
boat is on fire . . . the glass ceiling has been smashed.’
And that was just the beginning as Sailrocket put on
the afterburners to annihilate the former record set by
Alain Thébault’s L’Hydroptère in 2009. But even Larsen
couldn’t predict just how far he and his team would
punch into new territory in the days that followed.
While the team’s many supporters around the world
egged him on, many were quietly concerned, praying
that the exhilaration wouldn’t push the team into dangerous territory. But Larsen was ahead of them.
With the record in his pocket and the adrenalin subsiding, he admits he was concerned about “crash scenarios for this boat that I’m pretty sure would be lethal”.
On the night before his final record-breaking run he
lay awake wondering whether he should write a last note
and stash it somewhere, just in case.
“Too morbid,” he thought. “Just get it right, Larsen.”
Having spent 11 years working on this project, Larsen
had experienced plenty of disappointments, frustrations
and an alarming number of crashes with the first boat,
VSR1, some of them serious. One put him in hospital.
The crash that most people know about is the spectacular cartwheel in October 2009 when VSR1 took off
and performed a back-flip in the air.

ne of the fundamental keys to Sailrocket’s
performance is eliminating the heeling
force, but she’s not the first to do this by a long way.
By canting their rigs to windward and with the sails
above their heads, windsurfers do it all the time to
balance out the forces. Once in equilibrium, as they
hammer along in a straight line, there is no heeling
moment on the board itself. Instead, it’s all about
balancing the sail forces against the skeg.
In practice, Sailrocket is rather more complex
because of her size, but essentially she is just a big
windsurfer with the hull and crew pulling down on
the tip of the mast and a strut lower down instead
of sitting in a harness attached to the wishbone.

FACTS AND FIGURES
LOA
12.2m
40ft 0in
Beam
12.2m
40ft 0in
237ft2
Total wing area
22m2
Projected wing area
18m2
194ft2
Crew
1 or 2
Apparent wind speed 73 knots on record run
Construction: pre-preg carbon and Nomex honeycomb
core. All metalwork titanium. When dismantled VSR2 is
designed to fit into a single 40ft shipping container.
Main foil supported by Ekspan and built by Composite
Craft, Cowes.
Datalogging: Cosworth datalogging system measuring
everything from wind speed to structural loads.
Record runs timed using sophisticated Trimble GPS
systems.
Design team: Malcolm Barnsley, Chris Hornzee-Jones,
George Dadd, Paul Larsen, Wang Feng.
Build team: Ben Quemenar, Matt Meltzer, Paul Larsen,
Helena Darvelid, Composite Craft-foils, Bob Preston,
Ian Monk, Gavin Tappenden.

B Ignore the rest of the boat for a
moment, turn the page anticlockwise
through 90° and imagine that this is
a commercial airliner’s wing with a
winglet at its outer end
C The wing develops forward thrust as
does the wing extension (winglet) on the
outboard end as we see it in this view
D Wing provides the main forward
thrust and can be altered in its angle
depending on conditions, just like the sail
on a windsurfer.
Pull the tip of the mast to windward
and the wing provides more vertical lift
and less forward drive. Tilt the sail more
upright and the opposite happens: more
side force and less vertical force
E Main beam – this is an aerofoil
section and provides vertical lift as the
boat speed and hence airspeed
increases. In early designs the beam was
intended to provide all the lift, but this
proved problematic. The wing extension
solves the problem
F All floats have stepped hulls to
reduce drag at speed. Both fore and aft
foils provide the fore and aft balance for
the main hull. The forward float supports
the rudder stock, which extends through
it. The unusual-shaped rudder blade
steers the boat from the front
G If Sailrocket were a giant sailboard
her crew would appear as depicted by
the giant man in the drawing below

Main foil section – While the foil is conventional
in its basic function, developing the right
characteristics at speed has been the key to
Sailrocket’s phenomenal success. The design of the
foil went against the views of many well-established
hydrodynamicists . . . and proved them wrong.
The wedge-shaped foil section (grey) has a flat
trailing edge. The blue represents the void created by
ventilating the foil

Rear float supports aft end of hull and is set at 20° to the hull so that it is in
line with the direction of travel. The float also accommodates a large
retractable skeg, which is used to get Sailrocket under way. Once she has

F

reached 20 knots the skeg is lifted up, the drag is reduced and the
lateral loads taken by the main foil and forward-mounted rudder
Leeward float – this supports
Sailrocket when at rest and at slow
speeds. As Larsen has become
more confident in stronger breezes,
the float, wing extension and beam
have started off the run underwater
as the sail pressure to leeward
pushes the rig and beam down.
But once under way the
configuration starts to fly

Rear float

Main foil

Main foil – produces forward drive as well as vertical
lift, as many other surface-piercing hydrofoils do.
The ride height is self-levelling as more speed
creates more lift, which raises the boat. This
reduces the amount of foil in the water and
limits the lift. As the boat slows, it tends to
lower, placing more foil in the water and
increasing the lift.

Wing sail

E
Direction
of travel

Wing
extension

B

FROM ABOVE

A

C

Forward
thrust

Leeward
float

Forward
thrust

As well as controlling the lift and hence windward heel, the wing
extension also makes the main wing more efficient in the same way as
an aircraft’s winglet. The extension blocks the passage of high
pressure to the low-pressure side around the normal wing tip and in
doing so reduces the vortex generated here, which in turn reduces
drag. Broadly speaking, it makes the wing think it is longer than it is

True wind
direction
Forward float is set at
a 20° angle to the hull in
order to align it with the
direction of travel.
Underneath is the
rudder, which rotates
on a stock that passes
through the float

F

Apparent
wind
direction

Forward
float

Lift

Wing sail

Direction
of travel

D

One of the biggest changes from VSR1 was to put the helmsman and crew
forward rather than aft. This not only helps keep the bow down, but
because the crew sits in front of the main hydrofoil. If the hydrofoil stalls
out or breaks free from the water, the stern comes up and not the bow,
which is forced back down by the down force on the main beam (E).
On the previous boat with the helming position aft, when the
main foil broke free from the water, the bow came up, which
meant that the main beam
acted like a wing and took off, Wind
flipping the boat

FROM AHeAD

Side
force

Lift

Lift

Vestas

Forward
float

E
Lift

To allow the wing to achieve
maximum forward thrust, the
wing extension helps to lift the
main beam (E) and leeward
float out of the water. This
extension works just like a small
aeroplane’s wing as it has a flap
to increase lift at low speeds,
which is then reduced as the
airspeed increases. More
airspeed means less camber is
required to provide the same
amount of lift. At full speed the
flap is at its zero setting

Rear float

Wing
extension

Leeward
float

Vestas

Key aerodynamicists, from left: Chris HornzeeJones and Wang Feng, both of Aerotrope

Side
force

Main foil

Main foil works in conjunction with the wing
just as a centreboard or keel does
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SAILROCKET’s speed record

on a wing and a prayer
Setting up for the record course

carbon wing

N

5
Nautical mile course
1852 metres
Direction of run

Lagoon

500 metre
launch site

Designed by Chris HornzeeJones and Wang Feng at
Aerotrope, the 65kg
asymmetrical wing is
constructed using foam and
carbon. The wing skins are a
polyester heat shrink film

Walvis Bay
Walvis Bay Yacht Club
and operations base

Timing hut

Mile launch site
Walvis Bay
Lagoon

Wind

directi

on

AFRICA
Equator

Walvis
Bay

Miraculously, Larsen Above: The spectacular crash
e s c a p e d u n s c a t h e d . of VSR1 as seen by many – but
Thousands have seen the this was not the worst crash . . .
famous flip online, but
most don’t know that a crash in November 2007 nearly
wiped out everything, including Larsen himself.
“One of the crashes, when a stay broke, was so violent
that we decided not to post the video,” says his partner
Helena Darvelid, who has been part of the project from
the start. “He was badly concussed and his head was so
swollen that when he left hospital he couldn’t get his helmet on. In a way that was
good; otherwise he would
VSR1 was a
have been straight back out
traumatic thing on the water.”
This, Larsen recalls,
to sail and we
was his low point.
“We were having a lot of
flipped it
crashes. VSR1 was a trauseveral times. It matic thing to sail and we
flipped it several times. She
was like trying
was a weapon, but she had
to fly an arrow
a nasty edge,” he says. “It
was like trying to fly an
backwards
arrow backwards. But the
incident that scared me, and
we decided not to show, was when the main beam broke
and she folded up at 47 knots, stopping in a heartbeat.
“I was knocked unconscious and somehow floated to
the surface, I’m still not sure how. But it shook me up.
I remember thinking afterwards that I didn’t want to end
up in a wheelchair.”
The accident was the result of a chafe problem that,
while difficult to spot, was nonetheless avoidable, leaving Larsen feeling as if he had “let the boat down”.
It couldn’t have come at a worse time. Larsen and
Darvelid were all but broke, operating without help
other than hiring a few local car park attendants for odd
days and had been living in the boat’s container in Walvis
Bay for three months. There were four days left before
they had to pack up and leave. They had no speed
record to show, just a seriously broken boat.
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1 Wing fillet – the ‘elbow’ at which
the wing is hinged when lowered for
bringing ashore or towing back up the
course. This part of the wing is fixed at
10° angle of attack

NAMIBIA

2 Lower wing – this section is 7m2
and can rotate through 45°. A laser
sensor measures the difference in angle
between the fillet and the lower wing

4 Trim flap – acts like the trim tab on
an aircraft’s elevator and sets the
amount that the wing depowers

3 Middle wing – the largest section
of the wing. This can rotate through
360°, allowing the sail to be depowered
completely if required. Sheeted in
conjunction with the lower wing

4

3

5 Upper wing – limited rotation and
sheeted using bungee, which allows a
degree of slack if there is a clash with
the shrouds
6 Wing extension and flap – provides
the initial lifting force to raise the leeward
float out of the water

Cape Town

2

6
1

To set a world record over 500m takes
under 15 seconds, but each attempt
takes around 40 minutes if everything
goes to plan. A typical day on the water
will be six hours.
First the boat is towed out to the
start-up area. Sailing towards the shore,
Larsen tries to get VSR2 under way by
sheeting in, but because she is
asymmetric in every way this is not easy.
“One of the hardest things is to start
this boat,” he says. “It’s a bit like getting
a sinking windsurfer going when
everything is stalled out and slipping
sideways as you wrestle with the board
and the sail to get going. The fixed skeg
on the back allows us to press against it
as we sheet on and get under way.”

Once the wing is sheeted in hard, the
boat is pulling to leeward and the leeward
float is taking all the weight. Sometimes
when it’s blowing hard this pod can be
submerged and on some runs even the
wing extension and most of the beam
start off under the water.
Once up to speed Larsen bears away
to run parallel with the shoreline.
The record course is only 1.04
nautical miles (1,840m) long and there is
rougher water at each end, preventing
high speeds.
The 500m record section can be any
500m stretch that is recorded on the
datalogger. VSR2 does not have to go
through speed transits on the shore.
The official data is recorded using
a Trimble GPS. Larsen also
carries a handheld GPS, which
gives an early indication of the
speeds achieved. Data comes
from many sources, including
boat speed and heading.
Various loads and the precise
set-up positions of certain items
are recorded on the Cosworth Pi
datalogging system.

VSR2’s primary
controls
Main controls in the cockpit
once under way are:
The rear skeg retraction line,
used once over 20 knots
Steering wheel, which uses a
37:1 gearbox from a lathe to
steer the front rudder. Seven
turns from lock to lock . . . no
force feedback
The mainsheet to the right of
the wheel, which comes
through a Harken cam cleat
A flap control line on the
helmsman’s left which allows
him to ease the flap on the
trailing edge of the outboard
wing extension.
Larsen says: “I only need
to adjust one way, ie ease as
we go faster. I removed the
control line for the 65-knot
run to simply release the flap.
I wanted it fully off”

Wing angle

Rudder angle



Foil up



Foil lock release
Mainsheet




Foil down

Wing extension
flap

Sternline
release

Forward wing bridle
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SAILROCKET’s speed record
the development of SAILROCKET
Blades. The previous best

October 2010 – US

with Doyle soft sail was 31

kitesurfer Rob Douglas sets

knots. Testing of the 50kg

a new record in Luderitz,

16m2 wingsail takes place in

Namibia with a speed of

Weymouth. 

55.65 knots.

8 March 2011 – After 15
months in build, VSR2

January 2002 – Inspired

launched at Venture Quays,

by the designs of Bernard

East Cowes. Since the team

Smith in the 1960s,

started the campaign, the

Malcolm Barnsley and Paul

outright world record has

Larsen experiment with

increased by nine knots. 

1:5 scale radio-controlled
model. The pair announce

March 2007 – Namibia.

their plan to take on the

Sailrocket crashes on first

world sailing speed record

speed trial run as Larsen

at London Boat Show. The

wrestles to stop the boat

record set by Yellow Pages

spinning into the beach.

stands at 46.58 knots.

He succeeds, but the rig
comes down. The next two

May 2003 – Building of

years there are plenty of

November 2011 – New

Sailrocket, VSR1, under way

crashes and gear failure as

boat holds together well,

at Neg Micon facility in

the team wrestle with VSR1.

but foils behaving strangely

Woolston, Southampton.

and dragging the speed

Launch planned for the

down. At this stage VSR2 is

Southampton Boat Show in

slower than VSR1.

September 2003.

October/November
2012 – VSR2 fitted with

July 2004 – “It works, it
bloody well works! After

new ventilation foil, which

three days of trials in

27 November 2007 – 

proves to be the

Portland harbour Sailrocket

Crash that nearly ended it

breakthrough the team had

cracks 20 knots. The team

all. The main beam breaks

been searching for. With the

quickly realise the

as it strikes the water at 47

handbrake now fully off,

limitations of a soft sail. 

knots. Larsen knocked

over ten days VSR2 breaks

unconscious, campaign

the 500m record three

four days away from failure.

times and sets a new one
nautical mile record.

3 December 2008 –
Vestas Sailrocket sets
500m world speed record
for B Class in Namibia at
speed of 47.36 knots.

September 2004 –

6 October 2009 –

Sailrocket breaks through

Sailrocket hits a rogue wave

30 knots in Weymouth in

just a few inches high that

18-22 knots of wind.

pitches the bow up.

Although happy with

Travelling at around 50

progress, Larsen is

knots with a windspeed of

concerned: at this speed

25, Sailrocket takes off,

“she wants to fishtail”.

performing a spectacular
backward flip in the air.

November 2006 –

Miraculously, Larsen

Sailrocket steps new solid

escapes unharmed and

Above: Larsen, Malcolm

wingsail designed by Chris

there is little damage to the

Barnsley and George Dadd

Hornzee and built at Vestas

boat. The wing is repairable.

celebrate in the surf
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“I was lying there at 0300 staring failure in the face.
We couldn’t go back home and ask for more money [from
our sponsors] and it was clear that if I didn’t get out of bed
now and start cutting things, mixing resin and turning
the hairdryers on, I definitely wouldn’t achieve anything.
I just had to promise myself and Helena that we would be
getting on the plane in four days’ time with champagne
hangovers having cracked 40 knots.
“On the last day we got Sailrocket 1 back afloat and hit
42 knots. The skip outside the container was full of broken boat and champagne bottles!”
That was the run that defined everything, thinks
Larsen. “The people who were watching at Vestas liked
the fact that we had pushed so hard and started to give
their support. They have been with us ever since.”
There were certainly other occasions when the project looked to be in jeopardy. Larsen built and launched
VSR2 in 2011. The craft was 13ft longer and 10ft wider, the
helming position was moved from the back to the front
and a more powerful wing set. The speed targets had also
been increased.
The first boat had cost less than £20,000, money that
Larsen and designer Malcolm Barnsley had put into the
project. The new boat cost
more than £250,000 and
We’d get her
would cost £30,000 a
month to run during the
up to 50 knots
speed trials in Namibia.
and there
“It was like going from
a Sopwith Camel to a Starwould be this
fighter,” Larsen says.
grumbling and
But the new foil design
was
putting the brakes on
violent shaking
the campaign.
like we were
“We’d get her up to 50
knots and there would be
dragging her
this grumbling noise and
violent shaking, like we
through gravel
were dragging through
gravel, and her speed would just drop down to 28 knots,”
explains Larsen. “We knew we had loads of power in the
rig and couldn’t figure out what was happening.”
It turned out that the foil was cavitating: that is, moving so fast that the water couldn’t stay attached to the foil
surface and a vacuum was forming. Sucking water off
the foil requires a huge amount of force and causes a
great deal of drag. One solution is to ventilate the foil, deliberately feeding air down from the surface to make the
water break away without creating a big vacuum.
“Side ventilating is a bit like when you bear away too
hard in a Laser and only one side of the rudder is working. With our first foil we were trying to create a side-ventilating foil which did this by itself at speed.
“We built a shape that was a classic cambered foil section with a blunt base. But we worked out that it was unlikely to side ventilate in practice because the blade was
too big. Instead, it looked like it was ventilating down the
back of the foil.
“We figured out that occasionally the foil would suck
down water instead of air as if choking and then cavitate,
which was what was causing the rumbling and the loss

of speed. Getting the foil to ventilate all the way down the
trailing edge was surely the answer.
“The hydrodynamics experts said it wasn’t possible to
build a ventilated foil like this and, even if it was, it would
create loads of drag. They said that we had to go for a fully
cavitating foil or a side-ventilating foil. Seeing that we
were going to proceed with our ideas, the hydrodynamicists didn’t want be associated with us any more.”
Convinced by their own gut feelings, Larsen and his
team set about rectifying the situation on the expensive
foil – with a hacksaw.
“We marked out 15cm trim lines on the foil and stage
by stage cut a section off, tested the result before cutting
another section off. We reduced the foil from 1m to 55cm
deep and she was still going well, hitting just over 51
knots, but without the decelerations.”

Proving the experts wrong
Armed with a stack of new data, the team went back to
the UK where aerodynamicist Chris Hornzee-Jones from
Aerotrope designed a new ventilated foil. The key was to
create a triangular wedge shape that naturally forms a
void off its wide trailing edge and draws air down along
its length. But now they were running out of money.
“We had set aside £50,000 to design and build the
new foil,” says Larsen. “But four months later we had run
out of money and nothing had been designed, we were
lost in theories and still scratching our heads.
“In the end, after we had eventually produced the foil,
we were so close to our deadline that the foil was still cooling down from the autoclave on the way to Heathrow.”
The new foil worked, but Sailrocket still sometimes felt
as if she had the handbrake on so the team spent £1,500
on sensitive pressure gauges to study precisely what was
happening to the foil. Their findings showed that the foil
was being loaded unevenly. The remedy was to fit a simple fence – a small strip of material that ran around the

foil, but at right angles, like tape on edge – to change the
pressure flow over the foil and even the load distribution.
It was a success and the boat’s performance took a big
leap from light winds right up through the speed range.
The team had smashed the glass ceiling.
“If the hydrodynamicists had been right we would
have had a very big problem back there,” says Larsen.
But now we can tell them with absolute certainty what
pressure and what speeds the foil is ventilating at and
how the cavity changes over the speed range.
“The funny thing is, we’re now getting nice emails
from the experts, who want to know more.”
Larsen believes they can design even better foils that
could be used for offshore sailing.
“Of course, I’m very aware there are compromises to
be made for a bigger offshore boat, but I’m interested to
go and find out what it is and also perfectly prepared to
accept that the answer won’t look like it does now."
But that doesn’t mean he’s leaving the outright record
for the kitesurfers.
“I have no doubt that we will see this boat on the
YW
other side of 70 knots,” he says.

Above: Vestas
Sailrocket team with
local supporters and
friends after the record
run in Namibia
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